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Introduction

It will not he possible to reverse school failure for underachievers until

educators examine and change many current classroom practices. Too

often, we acknowledge that children learn in different ways, but then we

continue to begin each new lesson with the same approach for every-
one in the class. And when some of the youngsters falter and fail, we
continue to teach them in exactly the same way.

Certain classroom practices cause many children. particularly boys,

real pain. One of these requires that students control their abundant en-

gy and mobility r2eds and sit still. memorize facts, and answer ques-

tions posed by an authoritative adult while their peers and competitors

listen. Another requires auditory memory skills from children who are
not biologically able to remember most of what they hear during a 40-

01 50-minute lecture or discussion. When children cannot answer their

teachers' questions, they feel inadequate and embarrassed. and they,

lose confidence in themselves. Some stop liking their teachers and
school.

Research supports the belief that most students can learn, but each

child concentrates, processes. absorbs, and remembers new and difficult

int oimation in a different way. H ow children learn is called their learn-

ing style. Learning styles develop through interactions of biology and
experience. In every fandly: a) mothers and fathers tend to have styles

that are diametrically opposite: 1.0 siblings learn differently lion. each

other; c) offspring do not necessarily reflect either of their parents'
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styles, and d) culturally diverse students have as many within-group
as between-group differences

No learning style is better or worse than another I have found that
teaching failing students in ways that complemented their learning
styles increased their standardized test scores in reading and word
recognition, mathematics, science, social studies, and interdisciplinary
areas. Teaching students through their learning styles also significant-
ly improved students' school behaviors and attitudes toward learning
in geographical locations as disparate as urban Buffalo, New York; sub-
urban Hutchinson, Kansas, and Greensboro, North Carolina; and rural
Lowman, Idaho, and Aberdeen, South Dakota.

C)
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Underachieving Students' Learning Styles

Gifted and talented students have learning styles that differ signifi-

cantly from those of underachievers. Indeed, differences exist a) between

the styles of the learning disabled and the gifted. h) between the learning

disabled and average achievers, c) among different types of special
educatiOn students, and d) among secondary students in vocational
education, comprehensive high schools, and industrial arts.

Seven learning style traits significantly discriminate between high-
risk students or dropouts and students who perform well in school. A

majority of dropouts and underachievers need:

frequent opportunities for mobility:

choices:

a variety of instructional resources. environments, and sociologi-
cal groupings, rather than routines and patterns:

to learn during late morning. afternoon, or evening hours. but not

in the early morning:

informal seating; not wooden, steel, or plastic chairs:

low illUnination (bright light contributes to their hyperactivity):
and

tactual /visual introductory resources reinforced by kinesthetic/
visual resources, of introductory kinesthetic/visual resources re-

inforced by tactual/visual resources.

t)



A tau /unlit nun! leat net uses an elet twboard to correctly match sentences

to the pu title% they desc tthc

Undelachie\ els tend to have poor auditoi y memory, although shot t

auditory explanations may be used to reinforce new information Undei-

aclue \ lug visual kw net s tend to learn best through pictui es, di awing~,

graphs, symbols, and cat toons, rather than print. Although they of ten
want to do well in school, many children's inability to remember facts

taught through lecture, discussion, or reading often contributes to their
becoming underachievers in conventional schools.

10
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Alternative Strategies for Diverse Learners

The following instructional practices are useful with underachieving
students. Each practice is described in relation to the learning-style
characteristics t,) which the practice responds. These practices have
been drawn from research and published accounts of successful expe-
riences w ith children in the lower third of the academic hierarchy.

No single strategy will be effective with all or most underachiev-
,..Although underachievers learn differently from high achievers and

'le gifted, they also learn differently from each other.

Strategy I: Children need to feel physically comfortable if they are
to concentrate on, process, internalize, and remember new and diffi-
cult information or skills. Individuals' comfort levels are determined by
their reactions to their learning environment: sound versus quiet. bright
lights versus soft illumination, warm versus cool, formal seating ver-
sus informal seating, mobility versus passivity, and intake (something
to eat, chew, or drink) while learning.

Here are some ways to use this strategy:

I. Create several instructional centers with file cabinets, tables, or
cardboard harriers to separate children who need to learn in quiet
from those who need to engage in activities. Students who con-
centrate best with soft music (without lyrics) should use listen-
ing posts or portable tape players.

1. Encourage students to become aware of their personal need for
either bright or low illumination by allowing them to experiment
with differently lit classroom areas and in natural daylight.



3. Allow students to wear clothing that responds to their varying
temperature requirements.

4. Permit students who require informal seating to bring and work
on cushions (on their chairs or against a wall), carpet sections,
or bean bags.

5. Use various library corners, learning centers, instructional stations,

study carrels, media sections, or informal seating arrangements
to permit students who require extensive mobility to move from
place to place as they complete assignments.

6. fry allowing student-. to have healthful snacks (fruits or vegeta-
bles) or water to drink while they are learning.

5
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lit iglu area.% and Aolily lit area.% hare been created in this junior high .school

cia.5. room.
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it is important to establish, discuss, and post rules fot acceptable
behavior when the students work in their peisonal learning style Fol-

lowing is a possible rules statement

When we work with learning styles in this class.
If your style interferes with anyone else's style. you lose the priv-

ilege of having your style accommodated.
Every assignment must he completed.

Your test grades must he better than ever More or this exper-

iment i., not working and there is no reason to continue.

You must sit like ladies and gentlemen even when working on

the floor I also have to he able to see you.

When I ask for your attention, everyone must stop and attend.

Strategy 2. Identify and share with youngsters how each best remem-

bers new and difficult information. Regardless of cultural differences,
less than 25% of us remember best the difficult things we hear or read.

A few children do remember easily by hearing or seeing; they are au-

ditory or visual learners. Most young children learn tactually (through
manipulatives, with their hands) or kinesthetically (by experiencing or

being engaged in whole-body activities).
When students are introduced to new and difficult academic mate-

rial through their perceptual preferences, reinforced through any two
different modalities, and then apply what they have been taught by cre-

ating instructional resources, they remember significantly more than

they do through other strategies

To use this strategy:

I. Explain to the entire class that everyone can learn, but that each

person needs to begin learning differently.
2. Develop a class chart that shows every student's strengths.
3. Show each student how to begin learning with his/her strengths

and how to reinforce learning through two different modalities.
4. Emphasize that it does not matter how someone learns only

that each person does learn and that all students will be master-

ing the identical content but differently.

1 ')
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5. Show students how to develop their own tactual/visual flip charts,

nic-a-holes, multi-part task cards. electroboards, learning circles,

and wrap-ups and kinesthetic/visual floor games (like Twister)
to teach themselves and each other (Dunn and Dunn 1992, 1993:

Dunn, Dunn. and Perrin 1994). Then focus on the lesson objec-
tives.

6. Direct the tactual learner., to begin studying with the tactual/visu-

al resources they created and to reinforce with either floor games
or your lecture ( hich you should tape record when you intro-
duce the topic to auditory learners).

7. Direct the kinesthetic learners to begin studying with a floor
game and reinforce with either the tactual/visual resources or the
taped lecture.

S. Direct the auditory learners to listen to your lecture first and then
reinforce with either the tactual/visual or kinesthetic/visual re-
sources.

9. Direct the visual learners to begin with the visual resources (hooks.
transparencies, graphs. or lilms) and reinforce with the resource
of their choice.

After relatively short introductory and reinforcement periods, con-
vene the entire class to analyze. synthesize, compare, contrast, draw

hypotheses from, or expand on the information to which each has been
exposed.

Explain that when people use new information in a creative way, it be-

comes easier to remember. Alter students have been exposed to new in-

formation through their individual strengths and have been reinforced

thnnigh two different modalities. require that they convert what they
learned into a new instructional resource, such as a crossword puzzle, flip

chart, floor game, story, play, poem, or other self-teaching item that they

can use alone or with a classmate or two for additional reinforcement.

.S'initegy 3: Some students learn best alone, in pairs, with peers in
either cooperative or competitive teams, or with either authoritative or

14 14
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s,, lcvan near rot abula I i hi pin it ullt matching woul and dejimnan
caul% in a kmethenc hoot game

collegial adults Some students can Icon difficult [idol illation in two
or mote of these patterns, but at least IN of students leat n best b),

themselves Leal iung-alone youngsteis often ate gifted, noncom °rifl-

ing, able to work at their own pace successfully. comfortable using
media. tit seemingly underachtesing but potentially able students for
whom umonventional instiuctional suategies. such as su maned con -

U act actk ity packages or multisensoi y nisi! uctional packages, en-

courage academic success (Dunn and Dunn 1992, 1993: Dunn. Dunn.

and Peri in 1994) Child! en 1A ho pie iously failed and children labeled

as a\ el age while learning with conventional teaching will perform sig-

mlicantl) bettet hen instruction complements their preferred learn-

ing style
Depending on their age and achievement level, about 28(4 of stu-

dents ate pert-oi tented. When they are grouped with achievement-
motkated classmates, these students achieve higher test scores than
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when they learn either alone or with a teacher Another 28% preter
learning with an adult

Here are some suggestions

I Any time you give an assignment (including homework), clear-
ly say, "You may do this alone, in a pair, with me, or with two or
three classmates." Providing structured choices enables students
to recognize the social pattern in which each prefers to learn.

2. Identify the students' sociological choices with a valid, reliable
assessment (inventory, questionnaire, or performance test backed
up by your observations) and assign them to pairs or groups based
on the results;

3. Use small-group strategies for peer-oriented students (Dunn and
Dunn 1992, 1993; Dunn, Dunn, and Perrin 1994). Some of these
include:

Team learning to: a) introduce new and difficult informati;:,n,
b) provide opportunities for students to engage in higher-level
cognitive thinking with classmates, c) apply newly acquired
knowledge through the development of an original instructional
resource, and (1) allow students to teach themselves and peers
with the alternative resources that each develops.

Cooperative learning and an instructional game, such as circle
of knowledge. for reinforcing previously taught information.
Role playing to permit an unstructured. spontaneous response
to specific situations and to develop problem-solving and dc.
cision making abilities. This technique also can he used with
pantomime and dramatics to create "living history.-
Simulations and case studies for providing structured imita-
tions of real events or problems involving issues, interactions.
points of view, attitudes, decisions, and solutions to problems.

Pair or small-group trips, interviews, community projects, visits,

and other activity-oriented tasks also can he provided for peer-
oriented, kinesthetic youngsters in need of mobility.

I 0
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Cooperative learning also is recommended for peer- or pair-oriented stu-

dents and for those who need variety. It is an option for all students; but
it should not be mandated for learning new and difficult information
for those who prefer to learn alone, with a teacher, or independently
through media or technology. Cooperative learning research compares
the results of groups working together after learning directly from their

teacher. It has not compared achievement test scores of students whose
almtified learning styles indicate that they learn best alone, with peers.

or with adults when those youngsters are in matched and mismatched

neattnents.
Direct instruction is recommended for teacher-oriented students and

for those who need variety. It is an option for all students; but it should

not he mandated for learning new and difficult information for those
who prefer to learn alone, with peers. or independently through multi-

media or technology.

Strategy 4: The time of day during which an individual experiences
one or more energy highs varies. Most families have both "early birds"
and "night owls.- Only about 28% of elementary school youngsters

e early birds, yet morning often is the time when basic subjects. such

as wading, are taught and when standardized tests are administered.

The majority of elementary school children have energy highs in
the late morning and early afternoon (between 10:30 and 2:30). Ap-

oximately 30% of junior high students are early-morning workers;
the majority work best in late morning and early afternoon. At the high
school level, early morning preference increases to 40%, but the ma-
to! ity still work best in late morning and early afternoon; about 1 3r4

of high school students work best in the evening.
Among adults, 55% are "morning people- and 284 work best in

the evening, with many experiencing energy lows in the afternoon.
Thus perhaps the worst mismatch occurs in high schools where a ma-

toi ity of teachers are at their best during first and second period, which

is the worst time of day for a majority of students. A majority of stu-
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dents are at their best during fifth period. 1k hen most teachers are tired
and unable to exude cnergy of enthusiasm

It is difficult to master new and difficult intoi illation easily at your
worst time of day. Several experimental studies have revealed statisti-

cally higher test scores on a variety of different standardized tests for

students taught at their preferred time of day. The Texas Department

of Education's requirement for administering standardized tests in the
morning was challenged by four school districts whose students had
been achieving better at their preferred time of day. Because of the sig-

nificantly increased achievement among those students scheduled for
the statewide tests at their best time of day. the department thereafter
allowed districts to apply for a variance from the requirement and now
permits students to he tested in either morning or afternoon adminis-
trations of the tests.

to increase learning:

I. Group students for their most important subjects at their best
time of day. Make them aware of why they may feel tired or
bored at different times of the day.

2. Show students when and how to study and do homework through

their learning style strength..

3. Schedule students for standardized achievement testing based on
their energy highs.

4. Make parents aware of your efforts so that they can encourage
their children to study at their best time of day.

Strategy 5: H individuals concentrate on and remember new and

difficult information is related to whether their cognitive processing
style is global or analytic. Some students learn more easily when in-
formation is presented step-by-step in :1 sequential pattern that builds

toward a conceptual understanding. Others learn more easily either
when they understand the concept first and then concentrate on the de-

tails or when they are introduced to the information with a humorous

story or anecdote related to their experiences and replete with exam-

1 L)
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pies and graphics Both types of letuners reason and learn equally well.
but they do so through different strategies

Try these techniques

I. Describe both processing styles to students. Explain how people
with each style function and that global and analytic styles are
equally valuable. Emphasize the importance of learning new and
difficult information in the style that best matches how each per-

son learns most easily.

2. Begin every lesson with clearly stated objectives that are printed
and illustrated on the chalkboard or on a chart. Analytics tend to
want to know what they must learn before they begin concen-
trating and often cannot focus without an accompanying printed
text, whereas glohals seem to prefer learning through pictures,
drawings. and symbols. Continue with a short anecdote or story
directly related to the lesson's content to explain how the new
knowledge can he used and how it relates to the youngsters' lives
or interests. Intersperse your direct teaching with humor or car-
toons directly related to what is being taught.

Once on twice during each lecture or discussion of a difficult topic.
give 30- to 60-second breaks during which students may stand and tc.;1
a classmate one or more answers that were gleaned from the lesson to
that point. Within that same break, the second student also tells the first
what he or she learned. At the end of the lesson, review the most im-
portant objectives that were taught and discuss how the information
might ne useful to students. Next ask them to use the information in
their homework by making a resource that provides answers to each
of the lesson objectives. Students may create flip chart cards, a set of
task cards, a floor game. a po,m, a tape recording, a time line, a song.
a crossword puizle, a short play. and so forth. They may do this home-
work alone, in a pair, or in a small group of three or four as they

choose individually.

1
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In the beginning, translate the major objectives of each textbook
chapter or other instructional mateuals into a short story c,r anecdote
of a paragraph or two related to then experiences In this way. both
global and analytic processors will find the information that needs to
he mastered to be interesting. Gradually, teach students how to read
textbooks analytically and globally and to translate required informa-
tion into the processing style with which they function best.

Global students remember holistically. Read about community
events, interpret what might have caused a particular incident, discuss
the complexities of staying out of trouble, theorize about how to help
neighbors who may be having problems. and role play ways to avoid
involvement in potentially dangerous situations. Relate these concepts
to subject-matter requirements in specific disciplines. This integration
of disciplines may trigger students' interest in learning more than if
each of these subjects were taught separately. For concrete directions
for how to teach the same content both giobally and analytically. see
Dunn arid Dunn (1992, 1993) or Dunn. Dunn, and Perrin (1994).

Be certain to frame your questions so that they emphasize higher-
order thinking skills, and allow sufficient with time for students to re-
spond. Both analytic and global students can respond to higher-order
questions. but reflective thinkers require more time than impulsive
thinkers because they process the questions sequentially. evaluatively.
and comparatively. Impulsives, on the other hand, process intuitively
and quickly.

.5frategy 6: Although some children prefer routines and patterns,
many (particularly underachievers) require alternative instructional
strategies to maintain interest and avoid boredom.

Here are a few suggestions:

1. Alternate the methods of instruction for students who require
variety.

2. Provide choices for nonconformists and independents who wish
to think things through by themselves.

2 0
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3 Teach students to create their own instructional iesources so that
they can develop alternative materials independently and use
them to teach themselves and peer-oriented classmates

4 Keep tiack of which youngsters achieve best with which sti ate-
gies. Share that information with the class so that all become
aware of their own and their classmates' strengths.

Strategy 7: There are many different ways to teach identical con-
tent, but merely providing choices will not be effective for all. Although
certain students thrive with alternatives, others perform best with a sin-
gle approach and feel insecure whenever an established routine or pat-
tern is changed. It is important to experiment until you find the most
effective method(s) for each youngster.

Teach students to make their own flip charts. pie-a-holes. electro-
boards, multi-part task cards, and other self-teaching resources. When
they create their own instructional resources, most children take care
of them, understand how to use them, and gradually become indepen-
dent learners. They also develop the skills for teaching someone else
how to make and use them. Expect that these manipulatives will he
most effective with tactual learners though students who need va-
riety also will profit from them occasionally, and others may choose
to use tactual resources for reinforcement.

Use two or three contract activity packages (CAP) with an entire
class. These can be either designed by the teacher or purchased com-
mercially. Sec for whom they are most effective. Teach those young-
sters to develop their own, and permit those who dislike routine to learn
through CAP frequently. CAP provide structure for those who need
structure and choices for those who prefer alternatives. CAP can he used
alone. in a pair, or with a small group. They also can he written to pro-
vide either global or analytic objectives, activities, resources, and test
items. Anticipate that CAP will he most effective with either indepen-
dent or nonconforming students.

Also use two or three programmed learning sequences (PLS) with
an entire class. See for whom they are most effective, and teach those

21
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youngsteik, to des clop then ow n Pei mit students w ho enjoy patterned
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stiuctuie and enjoy repetition.

Multi sensory Instructional Packages (MIPi oiler at least four differ-
ent act is ities to teach the same concept or skill through different senses:
amino' y, visual. tactual. and kinesthetic. A cassette tape guides users to
the actR ity that hest matches their perceptual preference. Reinforcement
is pm ided by each of the three remaining activities. The MIP may be
used alone, in a pair. in a small group, or near the teacher.
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Sample CAP, PLS. and M1P for e perunentation at any grade le% el

arc awilable in Dunn and Dunn (1992. 1993) and in Dunn, Dunn. and

Perrin ( 1994)

Another strategy ts to tone a ,mall group of peer-oriented students
and clearly explain two or more strategies that they need to learn for
reading a story. play. or hook. For example. you might explain how to
summarize information, determine the main idea. identify important
information. etc. Read with the children and show them how to rec-
ognize one or more of the features discussed, then ask them to read
aloud and let you know when they see similar features. Gradually. to-

gether, they will analyze the text and its meaning.
This last technique will work well with many analytic students who

enjoy examining small parts of an entity. Global students may not en-

joy this process before they become familiar with the story. After they
are comfortable with the story content, they may be better able to tackle

specific small tasks related to it.

Strategy 8: Tutoring can help underachievers when the tutors re-
ceive training involving a specified, structured curriculum. The training

of tutors can increase some students' grades and sonic tutors' abilities.

However, only group gains have been reported to date. it is not known

whether peer-oriented students or students in need of structure perform

better with a tutor than do others. On the other hand. tutoring is a vi-
able strategy for some students and should he available to those young-

sters who are willing to try it.
Here are sonic suggestions for tutoring:

I. Train students, aides, or community adults to experiment with
alternative methods for children who need introductory or rein-
forcement strategies. Observe the interactions that occur and
carefully record day-to-day or week-to-week grades based on
specific instructional objectives. When you see improvement.
continue: when gains are not evident within two or three weeks,

try a different strategy.
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2 Experiment with tutors of different ages, genders, and personal-
ities to see who works best with specific children Ask the chil-
dren for their reactions to the tutors Allow mem to choose and
change tutors Capitalize on willing parents and grandparents,
community specialists, retiree~, people in residential homes, vol-

unteer students, and technology for tutorial roles.
3. Teach students about their own and their classmates' learning styles

and suggest that they alternately try tutoring classmates with sim-

ilar and different styles. Similarly, make them aware of their
teachers' teaching styles and show them how to bypass their
teachers' styles if they experience difficulty in a specific subject
or class.

Strategy 9: Although direct instruction has been reported as an ef-
fective strategy. it has been the cornerstone of the conventional teach-

ing through which most underachievers have failed. Direct instruction
requires learning style characteristics that most underachievers do not
possess. such as good auditory and print memory and the ability to sit

still at hard desks and chairs for relatively long periods. It also requires

that the child attend whether or not the topic relates to his or her in-
terests or understanding. But some teacher- or parent-motivated stu-
dents do respond well to direct instruction.

lb effectively use direct instniction with a broader range of learners:

. Know the content well: plan ahead; concentrate on making the
information interesting, rather than on "covering" the material.

2. Identify students' perceptual and processing preferences and in-

troduce the topic through a method that best matches the major-

ity style. which is rarely auditory and analytic. Have students
develop instructional resources that best match their strengths and

encourage them to begin by teaching themselves or each other.

3. Relate the content to the children's lives. experiences, interests,

fears, or aspirations. Begin the lesson with a short story or anec-

dote that shows how remembering this information will he

24 24



valuable to them Don't expect them to he motivated unless your
delivery is really interesting or dramatic and ask them what
does, and does not. capture and hold then attention

4 Vary the pace and mood of your delivery Use props, costumes
and different voices. Introduce humor. Show the students you
care and are trying to help them achieve in their way.

5. If you begin globally, end analytically and vice versa.

6. Provide structure for those who need it and choices for those who

want them.
7. At the beginning of each lesson, print the lesson objectives on

the chalk hoard and then read them aloud with the students. At
the end of the lesson, repeat those objectives and show students
how the homework assignment relates directly to using that new
and difficult information in a creative say. Explain that apply-
ing what they learned will help them remember.

8. Always make homework a task in which students create an orig-
inal resource to show how well they learned the required objec-
tives. Permit them to do their homework alone, in a pair. or in a
small group.

9. Integrate the required basic skills through related content areas
to increase global students' interest in what is being taught. If
you also tape record each subject's primary textbook, your stu-
dents' ability to read will improve gradually.

10. Use work sheets and seatwork only if suidents are able to achieve
at least 90% when working with them.

Strategy /0: Several studies indicate that computer instruction best
reinforces the learning styles of tactual students. Because under-
achievers tend to he tactual or kinesthetic learners, it is likely that this
hands-on approach may he a viable strategy for many of them.
However, I have one concern: Computer software teods to he written
analytically.

lb use computer instruction, here are some suggestions:
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I Become computer-literate to demonstrate your own facility with
this medium and to encourage your students to use it

2. Order computer software programs to provide alternative ap-
proaches for mastering computational and advanced skills.

3. Become familiar with global approaches to teaching and choose

software that emphasizes anecdotal, experiential, and hands-on
lessons.

4. Use technology to provide an alternative for youngsters who per-

form poorly in conventional settings. This medium lends itself
to learning alone, in pairs. and occasionally in a small group.

5. Teach students to develop computer software as one means of

creatively applying difficult infoi minion they have learned. Some

student-designed PLS can he translated into software packages
from which cla,smates can learn.

6. Become familiar with videodisks and interactive video program-
ming to teach students for whom regular classroom instruction
has not been successful.

7. Encourage the use of videotaping, photographing, film making,

and software development as everyday instructional resources.

8. Obtain used electric typewriters for the classroom. Some young-

sters learn better with typewriters and computers than they do
with human beings. Also look for used television sets.

S'irutegy //: Multicultural education was conceived as a way to as-
similate minority groups into the dominant American culture and to
remcdiate presumed deficits or differences in their ability to function
w ell in conventional schools. Results have been mixed at best. Pro-
p.' ants to increase teachers' sensitivity have had little success. NI ilgram,

I hinn, and Price (1993) reported that within the same areas of giftedness

dance. drama, literature, mathematics, music, spoils. and leadership

adolescents in nine diverse cultures revealed essentially similar
le.uning styles. Gifted and nongi tied students evidenced significantly
dfflerent learning styles.
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To better use multicultural tech _,.. es

identifyi how individuals learn, I ather than focusing on either cul-

tural of achievement differences.
2. Accent the positives of diversity. Emphasize the needs that hu-

mans have fir safety. cooperation, and shared expertise. Teach
children to respect all people, tolerate those with different ideas,
and find individuals in various cultural groups whose personal-
ity and learning styles match their own.

3. Use culturally relevant reading materials that include ethnic
characters, deal with universal issues, and include settings and
experiences with which students can identify.

Strategy /2: Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences de-
scribes linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily-
kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal intelligences. Central to
this view is the belief that differences in student achievement may re-
sult from conventional schooling's narrow emphasis on linguistic and
mathematical intelligence to the exclusion of other forms of intelli-
gence. Studies of underachievers with bodily-kinesthetic strengths who
had been taught with instructional resources that complemented that
particular intelligence revealed significantly higher achievement test
wows and attitudes than obtained when those same learners were
taught auditorially or visually.

Milgram, Dunn, and Price's (19931 study of adolescents if, nine cul-
turally diverse nations revealed that, within the same intelligence areas,
the learning styles of gifted students tended to he essentially similar

and significantly different from the learning styles of underachievers.

Thus gifted and underachieving students genet should not he grouped

together because they learn through significantly different learning
styles

lb incorporate a recognition of multiple intelligences, expose chil-
di en to a variety of creative activities to permit them to develop inter-
ests that respond to their particular or potential intelligences. Getting
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them involved in projects and original creations helps children to de-
velop verbal. tactual, kinesthetic, analytic, and global capacities and
is an essential component of nurturing then gifts Dunn, Dunn, and
neftinger (1992) recommended such activities as:

alphabet word formations
water writing
coloring celery
seed bugs

hook covers

scrapbooks

historical costumes

monthly calendars
hoard games

guess who?

puppet shows

human tree

imaginary lessons

story 'napping
vocabulary games

sand tracing

letter box cut-outs

macaroni spelling
word-part tease-o-cup toss

tree pictures

rhyming poems
new recipes

historical costumes

tall tales

new endings

maps and charts

paper movies

news reporting

crossword puzzles
script writing
graphing

pantomiming
rewriting stories

With your students, develop guidelines for viewing television. lis-
tening to musk, reading a story, or watching a film. Permit the young-

stei s to analyse each activity in terms of agreed standards. Let them
do this independently. in pairs. or in a small group. Encourage students

to report their decisions through alternative forms of intelligence, such
as music. drama, poetry, mathematics. pantomime. drawing, painting,

pul,petry, or sculpture.

Other techniques include:

I. Use team learning to introduce new and complex information
and to apply it creatively.
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I Ask students with different intelligence talents to demonstrate
the same incident or solution in their own way. Suggest alterna-
tives that permit use of athletic, artistic, dance, dramatic, inter-
personal, intrapersonal, linguistic, manipulative, mathematical,
musical, pantomime, or story-telling abilities.

3 Give homework assignments that can he demonstrated through
alternative intelligences.

4 Ask children to describe what they do best in order to develop
their awareness of their own potential. Suggest some possibili-
ties and allow them to add whatever they do well. Ask them to
analyze the intelligences needed to do the activity well.
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Conclusion

II we are going to teach diverse learners, we must concentrate on teaching

students about their learning style strengths. how to teach themselves
and each other. and how to bypass their teachers' styles when they are

nusinak bed with their learning styles.
We need to eliminate compensatory programs because their relative

ineffectiveness has been demonstrated. Few children who are placed in

them eker get out of them. Instead, we should match students with
methods with which they can succeed. We also must stop labeling ail-

di en as incapable. Instead, we need to consider that it may not he the
Lhildien who fail school. but the current system that fails children.

Teachers are worn out from seeking cure-alls and finding that noth-

ing tetlly improves achievement. One reason these attempts fail is that

we implement each new fad with every student, instead of with those
for \\ hum each is likely to he appropriate. We need to try everything
new on a pilot basis and determine for whom it is, or is not, effective
het ore we recommend it for wide-scale adoption.

Current classroom practices applied across the hoard for all stu-
dents in the same class damage many learners. If we take the respon-
sibilit for teaching diverse learners, we must break with tradition.
When children do not learn the way we teach them. then.we must teach

them the way they learn.
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Resources

Additional information or help in identifying and teaching to stu-
dents' learning styles can be found in the following resources. In addi-
tion. St. John's University's Center for the Study of Learning and
Teaching Styles conducts an annual Leadership Institute that certifies
learning style trainers and makes available instructional resources that
respond to students' diverse styles. For free brochures, readers may write
to Dr. Rita Dunn. Center for the Study of Learning and Teaching Styles,
St. John's University. 8000 Utopia Parkway, Jamaica, NY 1 1439.

Dunn. R.; Bruno. J.: Sklar, R. Zenhausern. R.: and Beaudry. J. "Effects of
Matching and Mismatching Minority Developmental College Students'
flemispheric Preferences on Mathematics Scores:* Anima/ ref Educational
Re.sealrh 83 (May/June 199(1): 283-88.

Dunn. R.. and Dunn, K. Practical Approahe.s to Individualizing Instruction:
Contracts and Other Effective leaching Appmache.s. Englewood Cliffs.
N.J.: Prentice-tiall, 1972.

Dunn. R.. and Dunn, K. Teaching Elementary Students Through Their hull-
vidmil Learning Styles: Practical Approacho for Grades 3-6. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon. 1992.

Dunn.R..and Dunn, K. Teaching Secondars Student %Through Their Individual
Learning Si le.s: Practical Appmache., for O rade% 7- 12 Boston: Allyn and

Bacon, 1993.
Dunn. R. Dunn. K.; and Perrin. J. '/ 'o }Ming Children Through Their Ar-

ctic churl Learning Styles: /'radical Approve l,e.c for Grade.% K-2. Boston:

Allyn and Bacon. 1994.
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Dunn, R Dunn. K . and Tretfinger, D Bringing Out the Giftedness in Every
Child A Guide for ; arents New York John Wiley and Sons. 1992

Dunn, R and Griggs, S A Multiculturalism and I "arning Stn le Teat lung and
Counseling Adolescents. Westport, Conn.: Praeger, in press.

Milgram, R.M.; Dunn, R.; and Price, G.E., eds. Maching and Counseling
Gifted and Talented Adolescents for Learning Style: An International Per-
spective. Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 1993.
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R. "Effects of Learning Style Intervention on College Students' Retention

and Achievement." Journal of College Student Development 34 (September
1 993 ): 364-69.

Thies, A. "A Brain-Behavior Analysis of Learning Style.' In Student Learning
Styles: Diagnosing and Prescribing Programs, edited by J. Keefe. Reston,

Va.: National Association of Secondary School Principals, 1979.
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Phi Delta Kappa Fastbacks

Two annual series, published each spring and fall,
offer fastbacks on a wide range of educational topics.
Each fastback is intendeu to be a focused, authoritative
treatment of a topic of current interest to educators
and other readers. Several hundred fastbacks have
been published since the program began in 1972,
many of which are still in print. Among the topics are:

Administration
Adult Education
The Arts
At-Risk Students
Careers
Censorship
Community Involvement
Computers
Curriculum
Decision Making
Dropout Prevention
Foreign Study
Gifted and Talented
Legal Issues

Mainstreaming
Multiculturalism
Nutrition
Parent Involvement
School Choice
School Safety
Special Education
Staff Development
Teacher Training
Teaching Methods
Urban Education
Values
Vocational Education
Writing

For a current listing of available fastbacks and other
publications ,.)f the Educational Foundation, please
contact Phi Delta Kappa, 408 N. Union, P.O. Box 789,
Bloomington, IN 47402-0789, or (812) 339-1156.
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Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation

The Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation was
established on 13 October 1966 with the signing, by Dr.
George H. Reavis, of the irrevocable trust agreement
creating the Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation
Trust.

George H. Reavis (1883-1970) entered the education
profession after graduating from Warrensburg
Missouri State Teachers College in 1906 and the Uni-
versity of Missouri in 1911. He went on to earn an
M.A. and a Ph.D. at Columbia University. Dr. Reavis
served as assistant superintendent of schools in
Maryland and dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
and the School of Education at the University of
Pittsburgh. In 1929 he was appointed director of in-
struction for the Ohio State Department of Education.
But it was as assistant superintendent for curriculum
and instruction in the Cincinnati public schools (1939-
48) that he rose to national prominence.

Dr. Reavis' dream for the Educational Foundation
was to make it possible for seasoned educators to
write and publish the wisdom they had acquired over
a lifetime of professional activity. He wanted educa-
tors and the general public to "better understand (1)
the nature of the educative process and (2) the relation
of education to human welfare."

The Phi Delta Kappa fastbacks were begun in 1972.
These publications, along with monographs and books
on a wide range of topics related to education, are the
realization of that dream.
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